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Cat lovers will laugh out loud at the quirkiness of their feline friends with these insightful and curious

poems from the singular minds of housecats. In this hilarious book of tongue-in-cheek poetry, the

author of the internationally syndicated comic strip Sally Forth helps cats unlock their creative

potential and explain their odd behavior to ignorant humans. With titles like "Who Is That on Your

Lap?," "This Is My Chair," "Kneel Before Me," "Nudge," and "Some of My Best Friends Are Dogs,"

the poems collected in I Could Pee on This perfectly capture the inner workings of the cat psyche.

With photos of the cat authors throughout, this whimsical volume reveals kitties at their wackiest,

and most exasperating (but always lovable).
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Only a cat could have written this treasury of cat-think.Poetry and prose certain to entertain and

amuse every cat lover.Even the human ones.The book is a small hard-cover that fits on a table

without taking up a lot of space.Easily knocked to the floor. Repeatedly.Type is large enough for a

geezer (like my person) to enjoy even in less-than-adequate light.Cat portraits showing our furry

brethren in cute and/or compromising poses illustrate the pages.While reading the poetry I keep

saying, "Just like Mystery" or "Just like Sparx" or "Just like Pogo", etc.I enjoyed it very much and

trust that everyone will.2 dewclaws up!

Just received "I Could Pee on This: And Other Poems by Cats" today and have already finished it,



wiping the tears of laughter as I went along. This is the perfect gift for the cat lover in your life,

although it isn't necessary to be one to find the book thoroughly delightful and laugh-out-loud funny.

Kudos to Francesco Marciuliano and his brilliant wit. He has a fan for life!

I took one look at this book, rolled my eyes, and thought, "Jeez, not another stupid book full of cute

cat photos and saccharin-sweet inane text. When will they stop putting out this crap? Why do

people buy it?"I picked it up anyway and started reading from a random page. When I was done, I

turned to my companion and gave a dramatic reading. I flipped to another page, and then another. I

immediately bought a copy for a friend as a birthday present, but gave it to her only after I'd read it

from cover to cover and committed a couple of the pieces to memory."Why Are You Screaming?" is

a masterpiece, but "Seriously?" is my favorite.I must say that I remain slightly skeptical about it

being written by cats. The whole opposable thumb thing just seems like a big limitation.

This book had me laughing out loud on almost every page! The poems, from the p.o.v. of a variety

of felines, are just priceless. Most are paired with the perfect full color cat portrait, bringing the

humor and wit up a notch. Terrific for cat lovers, but really witty enough to tickle anyone's funny

bone, this will definitely be in many of my friend's stockings this Christmas.

I puchased this book for my wife who adores all cats. Ok, I also purchased it because I adore the

four cats that enrich our lives by just being around. We receieved it yesterday, hunkered down on

the couch last night, and read the poems aloud to one another. It was truly delightful, we laughed

and laughed. We tried to figure out which of our four would have been most likely to pen each

particular entry.If you live cats, this book is a lot of fun.Also the book arrived before promised and

very well packaged. Good deal all around.

True story: I hate cats. Yet, I like this book. It's like having a cat without having a cat. And it's funny.

So, it's like having a funny cat without having a funny cat. Sort of. Anyway, I liked it and I think you

should buy it. Please.Even if you hate cats.I said, please.

I received this as a gift, and immediately read it, then read it again, then promptly ordered two more

copies to give to friends and family. I suppose I could re-gift my copy but I just cannot bear to have it

leave my side at the moment. I find myself looking at my cats and composing a poem that they

might pen. And I find myself laughing when I recognize that with their antics they could have written



a couple of these poems themselves. What a remarkable author to offer this insightful little tribute

and laugh-out-loud perfect gift.

This book is clever and hysterically funny. I had pre-ordered 3 copies and now I'm ordering 3 more.

This is the only gift I'm giving this year. I have 5 rescue cats, and they say they could pee on the

book!
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